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SIMULTANEOUS NONDETERMINISTIC GAMES (II)*) 
J A N HANAK, BRNO 
(Received February 28, 1969. Final version received May 19, 1970) 
§4 . B A S I C " G L O B A L " N O T I O N S 
a) The o p e r a t i o n s —, ', ~, +, - f o r co l l ec t ions 
1. In this part a Q will be a fixedly chosen set, Y cz Q its subset, 
91, 93, 9tx, 9l2 will be (#)-colleetions, (9 l^ 6 j will be a system of (^-col-
lections. 
2. On the set exp exp Q (of all (Q)-eolleetions) we define three im-
portant unary operations ~~, ', ~ in the following way: 
¥l :={B\BczQ, Q^BE(exvQ)~SH}t 
91' := (9l)#, 
9t := 9T. 
There holds a trivial 
3.1. Lemma. For arbitrary (Q)-collections 9li, 9k the following assertions 
are equivalent: 
(A) At U A2 = Q A -4i n A2 = 0 => 
=> (Ax e 9d A ^2 $ 9I2) V ( ^ £ 9lx A 4 2 e 9t2) 
(B) % = % 
(C) « 2 = ¥ i 
3.2. Clearly there holds: 
(1) 9( is regular <=> QeW, 
(2) 91 = 91, 
(3) 91 c 95 <̂ > 91 3 <B, 
U = П «/> 
(4) З ü _ І E , / _ _ ( forJ^Ø) 
П я> = U %, 
j € j JЄj 
*) The first par t appeared in Spisy přírodov. fak. Univ. J . E. Purkyně (Brno), 
řada 2 (Archivům mathematicum), T 5 (1969), 29—64. 
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0 = exp Q, exp Q = 0, 
(5) 
exp Q-{0} = {Q}, {Q} = exp Q - {0}. 
3.3. Lemma. Let 31 be aw M-collection. Then 31 is aw M-collection, 
and if 3t n {7} c 31, *Aew 31 n J Y } c 3V 
Proof. If -5 c C c ^ <? £ s#? then # - O G 21, Q - C a Q - B, 
hence Q — 5 G St, B $ 31; thus 31 is an M-collection. Further let 31 n 
n { 7 } c = 3 t . If A U (Q - Y)ie 3V then (©--.4) n T£2 l , hence 
# — ,4 <£ 2V -4 e 31; therefore 31 satisfies the condition (v) of § 2.17.5, 
and hence 31 n {Y} c 31. Q.E.D. 
3.4. From Lemma 3.3 and (2) it follows that the assertions "3t is 
an M-collection (and 3t n {Y} c 31)", "21 is an If-collection (and 
31 n {Y} c 31)" are equivalent. 
Let us note that 3t ^ 23 does not imply 21 ^ 2 3 , as the following 
simple example shows: if Q = {0, 1}, 3t = {{0}}, 93 = {{0}^{1}, {0, 1}}, 
then [3I]<2 = [ » ] 0 = 93, 2 t ^ B, butjH = {0, {0}, {0, 1}}, © = {{0, 1}}, 
[31]Q = exp Q ^ {Q} = [8 ] Q , 31 ^ 23. 
The operation — has a certain relation to conjugate systems of 
M -collections: 
3.5. Theorem. Let (2I/)/6j be a system of M-collections, let card J ^ 2. 
.TAew Me following assertions are equivalent'. 
(A) For each jQeJ (*) Aofofo. 
(B) There exists j0 e J such that (*) holds. 
(C) (2l/)/ej is & conjugate system, 
where (*) denotes the inclusion 
j e j 
jV/o 
Proof. 
1. (A) implies (B). 
2. Let (*) hold for some j0 e J (i.e. let (B) be valid). Let (Aj)jej e X 21/. 
If Q ^ ; == 0, then AJ0 c Q - Q ^ , hence Q - Q
 Ai e %> («/0
 i s 
)¥*h __. jVio 
an M-collection), but H ^4/ G [~1 21/ c 3fyo according to the supposition, 
jej jej 
and now Q — n Aj $ 2l/0 gives a contradiction. Thus f\ Aj 7-. 0. Therefore 
(C) holds. 
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3 . Let (C) be valid. Let joe J, A e fl 31/• Then there exist sets 
Aj e 31/ for j e J — {j0} such that A = f) Aj. If Q — A e 3I/0, then we 
jeJ 
put Ajo := Q — A, and now 0 = Q ^4/ e [~] 31/, which is a contradiction. 
jej jej 
Thus Q - A $ 3I/0, A e % . Therefore (A) holds. 
Q.E.D. 
3.6. Corollaries. If 31, 33 are M-collections, then the pair (31, 33) 
is conjugate (i.e. 3t n 93 £0) iff 31 -=> 93 (or iff 33 -̂  31). This can be 
expressed in this form (see §2 (20)): 
If 3t is an M-collection, then 21 is the greatest of the collections 33 such 
that (31, 93) is a conjugate pair. 
From this there follows 
(6) 31 is an M-collection => 3t = {B \ B c Q$ {B} n 31 $ 0}. 
4.1. Now let us mention several properties of the operation ': 
(7) 3I' = 3l<-><2e3l, 
2V = 0 oQ$<&, 
(8) 0' = 0, (expQ)' = 0, 
((expQ)-{0}r = {O}#, 
{Q}' = (exi>Q)-{0}, 
(see (1), (5); § 2.10). By means of Lemma 3.3 we obtain 
(9) St is an if-collection => 3V is an RM-collection 
4.2. Lemma. Let 3t be an RM-collection. Then 
3V = 31 
and 
31 = 0. 
3 1 ^ 0 
Proof. If 3t = 0, then 3V = 0 (see (7)), 3V^= 0 = 31. If 31 -£ 0, 
then Qejl, 31 '= 31 (see (7)), 3V = (21)'= (21)* = ^ # = 31, and 
31 =£ 0 (3t = 0 implies 31 = exp Q B 0, but 31 is regular). Q.E.D. 
4.3. Corollary. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(A) 3li, 3I2 are RM -collections A 9l[ = 3t2, 
*' = {! = ø Ą 
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(B) 9li, 9l2 are if-collections A [9li = 9l2 = 0 v 
V (9ti ^ 0 # 9l2 A 9ti = 9t2)]. 
4.4. Let us note that from 4.2 and (9) it follows that if 91 is an 
M-collection, then 9T = 91'. 
4.5. Lemma. Let % be a Y-generable RM-collection. Then 9T is a 
Y-generable RM-collection. 
Proof. 91' is an RM-collection (see (9)). If 91' = 0, then 91 = 0 = 91' 
(4.2), Y = 0 (§ 2.17.2). Let 91' ^ 0, then 91' = 9t (4.2), 91 n {7} c 9t 
(§ 2.17.2), 91 n {7} c at (Lemma 3.3). Hence always 91' - {7} c 91'. 
Therefore 91' is 7-generable (§2.17.2). Q.E.D. 
4.6. Lemma. Let (9Ii, 9t2) be a pair of M-collections. Then the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(A) (9li)' --> 9l2 A (3I2)' => 3li, 
(B) (3li, 3l2) is a regular pair. 
Proof. In both the oases (A), (B) there holds either 3Ii = 0 = 9l2, 
but then (A) and (B) hold, or 3li ^ 0 ^ 3l2, then Q e 3ty, (31;)' = 3t̂  
for j = 1 , 2 (see (7)), and now by means of 3.6 we conclude that (A), (B) 
are equivalent. Q.E.D. 
4.7. If the operation ' is considered only as a mapping of the set 
of all RM-collections into itself, then it is an involution (i.e. it is inverse 
to itself). Let 31, © be RM-collections; we say that 31 is dual to © iff 
31' = ©; thus the relation "to be dual to . . ." is symmetric, and we 
may say that 31, © are (mutually) dual iff 31' = ©. Further, we say 
that the pair 31, © (of RM -correspondences) is complete iff 31, © are 
dual. From Lemma 4.6 it follows that every complete pair is regular, 
moreover there holds (see 4.6, § 2 (46)) 
(10) 3t is an RM-collection => 31' is the greatest of all collections 
S such that (31, ©) is regular. 
4.8. We say that a pair (3t, ©) of R-collections is weakly complete iff 
([$I]Q> [®]Q) -s complete (i.e. iff the natural representatives of the 
classes of the M-decomposition — see § 2.14 — which contain 31, © 
form a complete pair). Clearly, every weakly complete pair is conjugate. 
5. And now we characterize the operation ~: if 3t 9 Q, then 31' = 91 
(see (7)), hence 91 = 9T = 1 = 91, if 91 £ & then 91' = 0, 91 = 0 =-
= exp Q: 
(U) * = {* n i f /gfS 
{ exp Q \Q$ 91. 
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Thus 
(12) « == « , 
(13) 3t is an M-collection => 31 is an M-collection, 
(14) 3t is an RM-collection => 31 = 31, 
(see (11), (5), Lemma 4.2, etc). 
6.1. We define two mappings +, - : exp Q->expexp Q (for the 
fixedly chosen Q) in such a way: 
7+ : = {A | A c Q, 0 =-* Y c A} ( = {A | 7 e A c Q}#), 
r--{i|ice, inr#0}. 
Thus 
(15) 7 - = [{{*,} | y e 7}]Q => [{7}#]Q = ([7}]Q)# = 7+, 
hence 
(16) 7", 7+ are 7-generable RM-collections, 
(17) 0+ = 0- = 0, Q+ = {<?}#, Q~ = (exp Q) ~ {0}. 
Clearly 
(18) <r+)' = 7 + = 7 - , 
especially 
(18') (7+, 7~) is a complete pair 
Further, it can be easily proved (for Ylt Y2 <= Q): 
(19) Y1 = Y2o r+ = 72
+ <* rx- = Y2, 
(20) 7 + = 7r; <=> Yt = 7 2 A card 7X ^ 1. 
6.2. If 31 is a 7-generable RM-collection, then clearly the pair 
(31, 7+) is regular (31 n 7+ => (31 n {7}) n 7+ = 31 n ({7} n 7+) = 
= 31 n {7} => 3t ^ 0 — see § 2.17.2; etc.), hence from Lemma 4.6 we 
get 31 c 7~, 7+ c 31'; but 31' is a 7-generable RM -collection 
(Lemma 4.5), too, therefore also 31' c 7 - , 7+ c 3t" = 31: 
(21) 31 is a 7-generable RM-collection => 7+ cz 3t a 7~. 
6.3. If 31 is an RM-collection, 7+ c 31 e 7~, then 3t need not be 
7-generable, as an example shows: let Q = {1, 2, 3}, 3t = [{{1, 2}, 
{1, 3}}]Q, 7 = {1, 2}, then 7+ = [{{1, 2}}]Q c 31 c [{{!}, {2}}]Q = 
= 7~ but 31 n {7} = [{{1}}]Q * 3t, hence 31 is not 7-generable 
(§2.17.2). 
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6.4. Let us put 
Y™: = {{y}\yєY}, 
Y<-> : = {Y}#. 
Thus for S e { + , - } . | | Y<*> || = Y, and Yd is generated by r«?> 
(see (15)); moreover, clearly Y<(1) is the smallest (under <=:) collection 
generating Y(\ 
b) The c o r r e s p o n d i n g o p e r a t i o n s for c o r r e s p o n d e n c e s 
7. In this part b (excluding Lemma 10) let P, Q be fixedly chosen 
sets, A c Q, u, v, w, ux, u2eOovv (P, exp Q). (uj)jej will be a system 
of elements of Corr (P, exp Q), F e Corr (Q, P). Now the operations 
—, ', nsJ, and related notions defined by means of them can be considered 
as induced by the corresponding operations or notions of the part a 
in the sense given in §2.7. Results of § 4a can be immediately trans­
formed to correspondences, especially there hold 8.1 — 8.4: 
8.1. 
(22) M = u, 
(23) u c= von =̂  v, 
jej jej 
(24) _ _ ( J ^ 0 ) , 
n uj = u u>j 
jej jej 
(25) u is an M-correspondence => u is the greatest of all v such 
that (u, v) is conjugate, 
(26) u is an M-correspondence => u, u are M-correspondences, 
u' is an i?M-correspondence, 
(27) u is an BM"-correspondence => u" = u 
(28) u is an KM-correspondence => u' is the greatest of all i; such 
that (u,v) is regular, 
(29) it = u. 
8.2. Lemma. .The following assertions are equivalent; 
(A) Ax U ^[2 = Q A Ax fi -42 == 0 => 
=> WiAi U ^ 2 -4 2 = P A ^l-4i fl ^2^2 = 0» 
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(B) ux = u2, 
(C) u2 = ux. 
8.3. Lemma. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(A) Ui, u2 are BM-correspondences and (uiY = u2 (i.e. (ui, u2) is a complete 
pair of correspondences). 
(B) Ui, u2 are M-correspondences and there holds: 
Ax U A2 = Q A Ax n A2 = 0 => 
=> uxAi U u2A2 = uxQ = u2Q A t^iAi fi u2A2 = 0. 
8.4. Lemma. Let u be a T-generable BM-correspondence. Then it is a 
Y-generable BM-correspondence. 
- 8.5. We shall introduce several phrases for shortness of expressions. 
Instead of "a partition of Q with {I, 2} as the set of all indices" we shall 
use the term "a complementary pair". Let (A\, A2) denote a complementary 
pair. 
Let % = (ux, u2) be an BM-pair. We say that °ll is complete on (Ax, A2) 
iff uxAx U u2A2 = uxQ = w2$- We say that °U is complete in x (e P) 
iff (.r^i, a^2) is complete. (Thus °li is complete iff it is complete on every 
complementary pair, or iff it is complete in all x eP . ) We say that tf/ 
is absolutely incomplete iff there exists a complementary pair (Ax, A2) 
such that uxAx U u2A2 = 0 7= ^ Q (then evidently ^ is incomplete 
in all xEUiQ, i = I, 2). 
8.6. Lemma. Let (ux, u2), (vx, v2) be BM-pairs of the same type, let 
(Ax, A2) be a complementary pair. If (ux, u2) is complete on (Ax, A2), 
and if UiAi <= ViAi for i = I, 2, then (vx, v2) is complete on (Ax, A2), 
and UiAi = ViAi for i = 1, 2. 
Proof. In fact, vtQ ZD VXAX U V2A2 ZD UXAX U U2A2 = UiQ = vtQ for 
i = 1, 2 (§ 2 (15)), uxA! n u2A2 = 0, therefore UiAt = vtAi. Q.E.D. 
9. From Lemma 8.2 there follows 
(30) nA = P - u(Q - .A), 
and hence U0 = P — uQ, u'A = (n)^A = uA — U0 = (P — u(Q — A)) — 
- (P - uQ) = w(? - u(Q - A), uA =VA =P - u'(Q - A) = P -
- K> - uA) = ^A U (P — uQ) (see §2,5.3, §2(9)): 
(31) u'A =uQ- u(Q - 4 ) , 
(32) u =u[) P — uQ, 
(where is defined in § 2.11), especially 
(33) uQ = P. 
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From (30), (31) we get 
(34) u8 = fd =>uQ = u'Q, 
(35) uQ = P =>® = u', 
(36) uA c uQ for all i c Q - > t = % ' u P - uQ. 
The condition "uA c uQ for all A c Q" can be written shortly as 
"u c uQ>>. According to (34), (36), (35) 
(37) u% = 0 /\ u cz uQ =>u = u', 
(38) ^0 = 0 A uQ = P =>® = u' = u'. 
10. Lemma. Z,e* i?, 0 6e sete, w e Corr (E, exp #), 0 e Corr (G, exp 2i7) • 
Then 
v . u = v . ut 
where the operation is taken in Corr (G, exp Q)\ Corr ((?, exp E); 
Corr (i£, exp Q) in the expression v . u; f?; u, respectively. 
Proof. In fact, r(v . u) A = g(tt .A) = fl(ig - M(Q - AL)) = # -
- v(u(Q - A)) = 6? - (v . u) (Q - A) = (v . u) .4. Q.E.D. 
11. Now to the operations d, <(,> introduced in § 4a (<5e{+, —}) 
which map exp Q into exp exp Q we shall construct in a natural way 
the "induced" operations d, <(,>, which will map Corr (Q, P) into 
Corr (P, exp Q): for r eCorr (Q, P), d e {+ , - } we define T\ r<» e 
G Corr (P, exp Q) by the conditions 
xTd = (TxY\ a?V<(,> = (ra?)<d>, 
(for all a?eP). The statements of §2.6 can be easily transformed to 
the induced operations, especially 
(39) (T+, r~) is a complete pair of T-generable correspondences, 
(40) r<(,> is the smallest (under c ) correspondence generating 
Td; T is the graph of r<<>>, 
(41) (r<+>, P~>) is a weakly complete pair. 
Clearly 
(42) T+A = {x | x e P , 0 # Tx c A}, 
T~A = {x | x e P , A n Tx -7-. 0}, 
therefore the denotations Tx, T+A, T~A have the same sense as in Berqe's 
book [1]. 
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12. We say that u is a simple correspondence iff there exists T such 
that xu e {xT+, xT~} for all x e P. Clearly every simple correspondence 
is an RM-correspondence. We shall understand under a simple pair 
such a pair (of correspondences) whose each member is simple. There 
holds 
(43) u is simple => u' is simple, 
(see (18)), i.e. if a member of a complete pair of correspondences is 
simple, then the pair is simple. 
c) The case P = Q. 
13. In this part c we suppose the same as in part b (see 7), and 
moreover P = Q. Let (P, P0) be a type. 
fl=(-l).tt.(-l), 
1 is an RM-correspondence, 
l C « = > l t ' = flCl, 
= 1, (-1) - (-1), (-1) ' = _0 , 
= i u. w = i n ti, l n u = l u u, 
(see (30), (31), (35), (23)). 
15.1. In §4.15 let 0 = (Pi, Pi) be a fixedly chosen partition of the 
set P. For (a given 0 and for) i •= 1, 2 let Bi e Corr (P, exp P) be defined 
by 
B, : = 1 n Pt, 
i.e. &iA = A n Pt for A <= P. Let us mention trivial properties: 
(49) Bt.Bi = Bf, Bi. B3-i = 0_, 
Bt U A; = U BtAh 
(50) 
Bi n A^ = n M j («I # 0), 
J 6 j j € j 
where (AJ)J€J is a system of subsets of P. 
15.2. For an arbitrary pair (^i, u2) (and for the given 0) we define 
u e Corr (P, exp P) by 




(47) ì = 1 
(48) ( І U « 
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, , . f xui . (x e Pi 
(+ ) xu = { if { D , 
I XU2 [ X 6 P2 
and we denote u <- (%, w2). 
15.3. For w«-(wi, i^2), v<-(u2, ux) there hold the following simple 
statements: 
(51) U\, u2 have a property V => u, v have the property V, 
where V is some of the properties: 
"to be an M-correspondence" 
"to be an R-correspondence" 
"to have the type (P, P0)" 
"to be a game correspondence" 
"to be a T-generable correspondence" 
"to be a simple correspondence" 
(52) (ui, u2) has a property V => (u, v) has the property V, 
where V is some of the properties: 
"to be a conjugate pair" 
"to be a regular pair" 
"to be a weakly complete pair" 
"to be a complete pair" 
(53) Ui <- (u, v), u2 <- (v, u). 
15.4. The condition (+) of 15.2 is equivalent to the condition xu = 
= x(Bt. ut) u x(B2 .u2) ( = x(Bi.«! u B2 . u2)) for all xeP, i.e. 
(54) u <- (ui, u2) o u = Bi . ux u B2 . u2. 
15.5. In 15.5 let u be a game correspondence. Then 
u = Bi. u U B2 . u ^ Bi. u . B2 U B2.u .Bx. 
Let us introduce the condition 
(*) u = Bx .u.B2 U B2.u.Bl} 
(which is equivalent to u c Bi. u . B2 U B2 . u . Bi). If (*) holds, then 
according to (49), (50) there holds 
(**) Bi.u = Bi.u. B3-i = u . B^i (for i = 1, 2), 
and especially 
(***) Bi. u c u . B3-i (for i = 1, 2). 
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But (from (***) there follows Bx . u . B2 U B2 . u . Bi -=> Bi.Bx.u U 
U B2.B2.u =, u, i.e. (*) holds iff (***) holds. Thus 
(55) (*) <̂ > (**) <-, (***). 
Let us note that especially 
(56) (*) => u = uBt U uB2, 
but here the implication "<=" is not valid, as there shows 
15.6. Example. Let P := {1, 2} x {1, 2}, Pi : = {(1, i)9 (2, i)}, 
r(k, i) :== {(3 - k, i)} for k, i e {1, 2}. Then T" = T+ (see 11; (20)), 
& : = (pu p2) i s a partition of P . We put w := T~ = T+, thus u is 
a T-generable game correspondence, u = u' (see (39)). I t is clear that 
u = u . Bi U u . 82, although u . Bi c: Pt, Bt .u . B3_« <= B*. P3-$ = 0 -?-= 
^ B*. w, i.e. (**) does not hold. 
15.7. We say that T is &-alternative iff 
xePiy is {I, 2} => rx c P3_*, 
i.e. iff Pi n Va; = 0 whenever xePt, i e {1, 2}. Thus 
(57) T is ^-alternative <=> P = (Pi - T"Pi) U (P2 - r~P2) . 
Let T(^) be the graph defined by 
\P2 j P i - Po 
r^yx : = | 0 if x € I P 0 ; 
I P i I Pi - Po 
clearly T(#) is the greatest (under c:) 0>-alternative P0-ended graph 
(ofCorr (P,P)) . 
Evidently (for T0 e Corr (P, P)) 
(58) r 0 c T, T is ^-alternative => T0 is ^-alternative. 
15.8. We say that w e Corr (P, exp P) is 0*-alternative iff % is 
T-generable for some ^-alternative graph I \ According to § 4,8.4 
(59) u is a ^-alternative game correspondence => u' is ^-alternative. 
Further there holds for each $ e {+ , —•} 
(60) T is ^-alternative <=> Ta is ^-alternative (=> : (39); <= : (40), (58)). 
15.9. Lemma. Let u be a game correspondence of the type (P, P0). 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
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(A) u is 0-alternative. 
(B) u is T(P)-generable. 
(C) (*) (of 15.5) holds. 
Proof. (B) and (A) are equivalent — see 15.7, §2(27). The condition 
(*) can be written in the form 
xuA => [xu(A n Pz-i) whenever x eP{\, 
but xuA => X$PQ = P — uP, and hence (*) holds iff u is TVgenerable 
(§2: (15), (26)). Q.E.D. 
15.10. Lemma. Let U\, u2 be 0-alternative game correspondences, let 
u<- (u\, u2). Then 
u = Bi. ux U B2 . u2 = Ui . B2 u u2. Bi = 
= Bi . ut . B2 U B2 . u2 . Bi = Bx . u . B2 U B2. u . BL = 
== w . Bi U ^ • B 2 , 
and M is a 0-alternative game correspondence. 
Proof. See (54), 15.9, 15.5 (namely, Bt.u . B3_* -= Bt . (Bx . ut u 
U B2 . w2). B3^i = B̂  . Ui . B3^t - see (49), (50) - , etc.), (51). Q.E.D. 
d) Comple te games. Games wi th perfect i n fo rma t ion 
We suppose the same as in part c (13). 
16.1. Let u, v be game correspondences. Then the assertion "(u, v) 
is a regular pair" is equivalent to the assertion "there exists an 
(R)SN-game such that u, v are the game correspondences of some two 
distinct players of this game" (see §2.29—30); for an arbitrary fixed 
game correspondence u there is the greatest (uflder c ) of v such that 
(u, v) is regular, namely v := u' (see (28)), therefore, if u is the game 
correspondence of a player of a game, then the dual correspondence u' 
gives the greatest possibilities for another player. 
We say that an (R)SN-game is complete iff it is a two-player game 
and the pair of the game correspondences of its players is complete. 
According to the above, every game correspondence u is the game 
correspondence of some player of a suitable complete game (and, of course, 
u' is the game correspondence of the other player of such a game). 
16.2. Now it is clear the meaning of regular weakly complete pairs of 
correspondences: if ^ = (@t, (fi)jej) is a complete RSN-game, J = 
= {J1J2}, then (u0ti , U0tj) is a regular weakly complete pair (§ 2.28 etc.). 
I t is easy to see that every regular weakly complete pair can be obtainep 
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in such a way. Further, if u is an R-correspondence, then there is v such 
that (u, v) is regular weakly complete (it is sufficient to put xv :== 
: = ([xu]Py n II xu \\). 
17.1. Now let us consider the formalizing of game structures with 
perfect information (and without chance moves) as certain (R)SN-game 
structures. 
Let P be the set of all positions of a game (structure) with perfect 
information, let J be the set of all players (P ^ 0 ̂  J ) ; without loss 
of generality we can assume 0 ^ J . Further let P0 (£- P) be the set of 
all final positions, T be the graph of this game (for xeP Tx is the set 
of all positions which may immediately follow after x); let (Pj)jej be the 
partition of P such that Pj is the set of all positions in which the player j 
"hominatively" moves (namely, at a final position it is irrelevant who 
moves). The corresponding SN-game structure will be a certain 
J-automaton^ = (P, R, o) with the pseudocomponents 0tj = (P, Bj, QJ) 
defined in the following way: 
Rj(x) : = 0 for x e P0, j e J, 
Rj(x) : = Tx for x e Pj — P0, j e J ; 
for xePj — Po, keJ — {j} we put e.g. Rjc(x) : = {0} (here we can 
choose an arbitrary non-empty set, too), further 
Q(X, r) : = {pr^r} for xePj-P0, reR(x) (: = X^/(*))-
The interpretation is clear: the player j moving at a nonfinal position 
x(e Pj — Po) chooses some position y e Tx, and the position y will follow 
immediately after x, since y(x, r) = y for all r e R(x) such that pr^r = y\ 
the other players "play emptily" at the position x. Thus 
Qk(*,y) = {rl for xePj-Po, y e Rk(x), { \~j_ {jy 
Hence, if % denotes the game correspondence of the player j (i.e. tij ~ 
= !>.#,>)- then 
xu1 = \ 1^4- i f x є * j P-P,' 
i.e. 
uj = B>; . r- u BL . r+, 
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where 
B>+ : = 1 0 P^ 
BL : = 1 n P -Pj, 
(see 15.2, 15.4). Further, if (Pj)jej satisfies the condition 
(*) xePi=>Pi() Tx = fd, 
(this is supposed in Berge's book [1]), then according to Lemma 15.10, 
(60), (39) there holds especially 
uj = r - . BL U r + . B>; . 
17.2. Passage 17.1 shows that in an arbitrary game with perfect infor-
mation each player's game correspondence is simple. (Moreover, if card J = 
= 1 in 17A, then Uj = r~, where {j} = J".) 
On the other hand, if v is a simple game correspondence and if J is 
a set, card J ^ 2, j e J, then there exists a game with perfect information 
such that J is its set of players and v is equal to the game correspondence of j 
(clearly, it is sufficient to choose some keJ — {j}, and to put Pj : = 
: = {x | x eP, xv = xT~}, Pk := P - Pj, Pt := 0 for i e J - {j, Jc}, 
where T is some graph such that xue {xT+, xT~} for all xeP, e tc) . 
17.3. Now let us consider the case of two-player game with perfect 
information. We may put J := {1, 2} in 17.1; then for ieJ 
B\ = Bt, Bl = B3_i. 
Using the denotations of 15.2 we get 
tex«e-(r-,r+), u2<-(T+,T~), 
i.e. (ui, u2) is a simple complete pair of game correspondences ((39), 
(52), 12). 
On the other hand, if (vi, v2) is a simple complete pair of game cor-
respondences, then there holds vt -*- (T~~, T
+), v2 -̂ - (T+, T~) for a suitable 
graph r at a suitable partition (Pi, P2) (see 12, 15.2). 
Therefore simple complete pairs of game correspondences and only 
they are the pairs of game correspondences of two-player games with perfect 
information. We shall call these pairs pairs with perfect information. 
Let us note that a pair with perfect information need not determine 
the partition (Pi, P2) uniquely, although the graph T is determined 
by this pair (see (20), etc) : if card Tx < 1, then it is irrelevant who 
moves at the position x. 
Let us note that the Berge's condition (*) of 17A means the ^-alter-
nativeness of T in the case J = {1, 2}. 
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e) On the " s t r a t eg i c comple teness" . P r inc ipa l examples 
We suppose the same as in part c. 
18. In some sense, a game correspondence u determines the possibilities 
of a player at a game (see § 2.26.3 etc.); we may say that u describes the 
heal possibilities of the player, and ^ u (or ~ VL) describes his global 
(= strategic) possibilities if his memory is characterized by ^ (see § 3a). 
In § 3a it was mentioned how some properties of u induce the 
corresponding properties of ^ u (or of ^ U), and conversely; that 
means, connections between certain global properties and corresponding 
local properties for isolated player were considered there. Analogous 
questions for properties related to two (sometimes many) players will 
be investigated in the following. 
19. Lemma. Let (UJ)J€J be a regular system of the type (P, P0). Let 
(j)jej be a system of memory relations of the type (P, P0). Then (juj)jej, 
(j tf/j)jej are RM-systems. 
Proof. The assertion immediately follows from § 3 (3), (5), (12), 
§2.21.3-4. Q.E.D. 
20.0 "Technical" note. Besides somewhat unusual denoting indexed 
memory relations, I had to modify other denotations: in (upper) index 
position, every expression of the type "<E>" (where S may consist of 
several elementary symbols) is to be read "E" . (The printing house 
has not some symbols which would have to occur in E standing in 
index position.) 
20.1. Let V eCorr (P, P) be a graph of the type (P, P0); to T we 
have defined the generalized graph T e Corr (P, P) (of the type (P, 0), 
see §3.0), and the correspondences T+, T~ (by §4.11 with Q : = P, 
r := T). We can define the ^-strategic correspondences ^ r« d » , 
/-w r<<» (where d e { + , — } , and ^ is a memory relation of the type 
(P, Po)) to the regular correspondences T<(5> and to the game cor-
respondences Td; clearly ~ r« d » = ~ T<d> (see (39), (40), §3(9)). 
There is a near relationship between T6 and T<d>: there holds 
S(r<->) = X {{z}\zeTx(x)}, 
xeZ 
s(r<+>) = x {{r*(-)}}. 
xeZ 
(where Z is the set of all segments to Z : = P — Po), consequently 
(61) a,r«-» = [{s(s, a) | a e S(r<->)}> = [{{x} | x e Tx}]P = 
= [aT<->]P = xT~, 
s r « + » = [{s(z, a) | a e S(V<+>)}]p = [{Tx}]P = xT+, 
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i.e. 
(62) r«» = r«*» = P (de {+, -}) . 
Thus from (62), (39) we get 
(63) (r<+>, r<~>) is a complete pair 
Further S(H+>) = 5(r<->) (card S(V<+>) = 1), hence 
(64) ~ r<+> = r<+>. 
But it may happen T<-> ^ T<->, e.g.: if P : = {1, 2}, VI : = V2 : = P 
(Po = 0), then{(l, 2, 1, 1, 1, ...)} e ir<-> - lt<~>. 
Let us note that there holds 
(65) u = r-, v = r+ => st = x-, <r = x+, 
where X : = Xp. 
21.1. Lemma. Let (ux, u2) be a regular pair of the type (P, P0), let\9i 
be memory relations of this type. Then there holds: 
(1) (1 Ui, 2 U2) is complete => (Ui, U2), (1 i*i, 2 u2) are complete, 
(2) (? i i i , 2«2) is complete => (i*i, u2) is complete, (ui9 u2) is weakly 
complete. 
Proof. 
1. Let ( ?Ui , 5U2) be complete. Then(Ui, U2) is complete: 5U2 = 
= 1 Ui c Ui c= U^d fU2 (see §3 (12), § 4: (7), 19, 4.6, (3)), Ui = Tg. 
Let (Ai, A2) be a complementary pair (Q : = P), a; e P, then Â  e 7 U* for 
some ie{l , 2},but!Ui c x( % u{), hence x( I Mi) A$; therefore, (1 i*i, 2 u2) 
is complete. 
2. Let (?«i ,2«2) be complete. Then (i*i, u2) incomplete (Lemma 8.6). 
Let (Ax, -A2) be a complementary pair (Q : = P), let A$ : = {x | x e P, 
l(x) ^ 1, % e i i } for i = 1, 2; then .ri^A* iff a?[t̂ ]pA2 (compare § 3.2), 
hence ([%]p, [u2]p) is complete, (ux, u2) is weakly complete. Q.E.D. 
21.2. Let us note that if (in the situation of Lemma 21.1) ( l « i , 2 t t 2 ) 
(1 Ui, 2 U2) is complete, then % ut = uf ( t U* = Ui) for i = 1,2, as there 
follows from the above. 
21.3. Example. P := {1, 2} x {0, 1}, P0 := {1, 2} X {0}, P< : = 
:= {t} x {0, 1}, reCorr(P , P), T(l, 1) := T(2, 1) := P0, V(h 0) := 
: = T(2, 0) = 0, ux+-(Tl-\ V<+>), ^2^-(r<+>r<">) (at ^ : = (Pi, P2)). 
Thus (ui, u2) is a weakly complete regular pair ((41), (52)). Let Ax : = 
:= {((1,1), (2, 0)), ((2, 1), (1, 0))}, A2 := P - At. Then Ax $ Ui, -42 i U2. 
Nevertheless, it is clear that even (u%, u2) is complete. 
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21.4. I t may happen (for a suitable weakly complete regular pair 
(u\, u2)), that (i#i, 1*2) is complete, but &* -^ uf for some »,. and thus 
(**i» W2) is not complete (see 20.0, 21.1). 
21.5. After 21.1—4 there is a natural question: if (ux, u2) is a regular 
weakly complete pair, is(u\, 1*2) complete? (The converse implication 
holds, see 21.1.) I t is known that in general the answer is negative, 
namely, this follows from results of the theory of two-player games 
with perfect information: Gale and Stewart [14] have proved this in 
a non-constructive way, using the possibility of well ordering of the 
continuum. In the following we give several examples based on the 
same principle; as we shall show they are only special cases of a certain 
more general example. First of all we prove three lemmata (22.1—3). 
22.0. We say that an aim A has the property (t) iff A is a non-empty 
set of infinite variants such that for each x e A and for each k "̂  0 
there exists y e A with the properties (x0, ...,##) = (y0, . . . , yu)> Y ^
 x-
Let us note that the following lemma is clear, especially if one uses 
the concepts of § 7a; nevertheless we shall present the proof in the 
usual style. No (N) denotes the cardinality of the set of all natural 
numbers (of the continuum). 
22.1. Lemma. Let an aim A have the property (t). Then card A ^ N-
Proof. To an arbitrary segment z = (z0, ..., zn) (at given P, Z) we put 
A(z) := {x I x 6 P, there exists x e A such that (x0, . . . , xn) = (zo, .. •, Zn)> 
xn+i = x}. 
We say that z is essential iff card A(z) ^ 2. Let some mapping tpx of A(z) 
onto {1, 2} be given for every essential segment z. Now we define the 
mapping <p of A into {1,2}^ (where N : = {1,2, ...}) in the following way: 
let x e A; then there exists (exactly one) increasing sequence (kn)new, 
0 < ki < k2 < . . . , such that {kn \ n e N} = {k \ keN, (x0, . . . , xjc) 
is essential }(this is implied by the property (t) of A); and we put 
<p(x) := ( ^ , . . , 1 ^ ( ^ 1 1 ) , ¥ ,(^,...,%)(^2 + i)...)-
It can be easily proved that <p is a mapping of A onto {1, 2}^. Hence 
card A ^ card {1, 2}^ = 2»o = tf. Q.E.D. 
22.2. Lemma. Let card P ^ Xo- Then card S < tf. 
Proof. In fact, here card Z& < No for the set Z# of all segments of 
the length k, hence card Z < No- Thus card S = card (exp P —• {0})* < 
^ (2«o) No = Q.E.D. 
22.3. Lemma* Let m be an infinite cardinal number, let J be a non-empty 
set such that card J < m. Let Vibe a collection in a set M, let card U < m, 
card U > mfor all P e l l . 
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Then there exists a partition (Mj)jej of M such that U n Mj ^ 0 
for all U eU,jeJ. 
Proof. Let co° be the smallest ordinal number having the cardinality 
cardU. There exists a transfinite sequence (U*)ogt<m
o such that {U% 10 ^ 
< I < co0} = U. Let us define a system (m^)Q^<G)oi j e J of elements 
of M by the transfinite induction in the following way: 
let 0 < | < co°, let mf be defined for all r\ < f, j e J, then evidently 
card {mf | 0 < 17 < f, j e J} < card U. card J ^ m2 = m < 
card U$, and thus we (may) define a system (m|)?€e/ of mutually 
distinct elements of the set W — {mf \ 0 < rj < | , j e J } (hence 
now the elements m? are defined for 77 < f + 1, j e J). 
Clearly there holds (for 0 < £, l i , | 2 < w°, j , j i , j 2 e«/): 
(i) m|j = mf* => & = f2 A J! = J2, 
(ii) rrfe U^. 
Thus there exists a partition (Mj)jej of M such that 
(iii) m$eMj, 
holds for 0 ^ £ < co°, j e J. From (ii), (iii) we conclude that if U e l l , 
j e J, then C7 0 Mj e raf, where | is such an ordinal number that U = 
= U*. Q.E.D. 
23.0. Now we shall give two simple but interesting examples of the 
"strategic absolute incompleteness". Let us note that the absolute in-
completeness of (i#i, ug) in them follows immediately from the (rather 
more complicated) example 24.1, too. 
23.1. Example. Let P := {1, 2, 3}, 21 := {{V 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}}. 
I t is easy to see that (21, 2t) is a regular weakly complete pair (with 
equal members\). Let u = U\ = u2 e Corr (P, exp^P) be such th&txu = 21 
for each xe P. Then (ut, u2) is a regular weakly complete pair of cor-
respondences of the type (P, 0). Clearly, s(x, a) has the property (t) for 
all a GS(U), xeP. Thus, if we put U : = {s(x,a) \ x eP , a e S(u)}, 
M : = P, J := {1, 2}, then according to 22.1—3 there exists a partition 
(Ai, A2) of M(= P) such that U n -4* 7̂  0 for all U e U, i = {1, 2}, i.e. 
s(a?, cr) e At for each xeP, ie{\, 2}, ae S(u) = S(ut). Therefore, 
uxAt U W2A2 = 0, hence (m, 112) is absolutely incomplete. 
23.2. Example. Let P be a set, 0 < card P < No, T 6 Corr (P, P), 
card Tx ^ 2 for all # G P. Let ^ = (Pi, P2) be a partition of P such 
that T is ^-alternative. We define ux <- (IX-), T<+)), u2 <- (IX+), IX-)) 
( a t ^ ) , then (%, %) is a weakly complete regular pair, and ([%]p, [u2]p) 
is the pair of game correspondences of some Bergean two-player game 
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with perfect information (see 17.3); we can prove that (1*1, 1*2) is absolutely 
incomplete in a similar way as in example 23A, namely, we put U :== 
:= {s(#,o) I xeP, i e { 1 , 2 } , O G S(%)} etc. The case card Pi = cardP2 = 
= 2 can be considered as a certain classic example (compare [14] and [16]). 
24.0. On the other hand, if card P = 1 and (ui, u2) is a regular 
pair of correspondences, then clearly (1*1, 1*2) is complete. Thus there 
is a natural question: does there exist a regular weakly complete pair 
(ui, u2) at card P = 2 such that (1*1, w2) is absolutely incomplete? —• 
Example 24.2, based on Lemma 24.1 (which can be rather generalized) 
gives the positive answer to that question. 
24.1. Lemma. Let (u\, u2) be a regular pair of the type (P, Po), let 
pi := {x I x e P, xui contains a one-element set] for £==1,2. If there holds 
(i) Po = 0, 
(ii) 0 < cardP ^ No, 
(iii) P- n P 2 =- 0, 
(iv) i e {1, 2}, xeP1 => there exists A exut such that A f] Pif' == 0, 
then the pair (1*1, 1*2) & absolutely incomplete. 
Proof. Under the suppositions we put 
pi := {x I x e P, there exists k such that ##, #&+i, . . . , G P
l] 
for * = 1, 2; clearly P- n P2 = 0. Let P<> : = p _ (pi y p2). From the 
suppositions it follows clearly that (for xeP, ie{l, 2}) 
o e S(ui), &(x, a) c P ~- P« => s(#, o) n P° has the property (t) 
hence, the cardinality of each set of the collection 
U : = {$(x,a) n P° \xeP, *e{ l , 2}, o € % ) , s fec) c P - P < } 
is at least N (Lemma 22.1); clearly, card U < card P . card S(^) ^ No • N = 
= N (Lemma 22.2). Therefore, if we put M : = Po, J := {1, 2}, then 
according to 22.3 there exists a partition (Mt, M2) of M such that 
U n i f i ^ 0 # U n if2 for all (7eU. Let 4* := Mt tj P
3 i for *G 
G {1, 2}. Then (Ai, A2) is a complementary pair of aims. If x G uiAi U 
U "2-^2, then there exist i e J , a 6 % ) such that s(x, a)•<= A* <--
a P — pi, hence s(#, o) n P° 6 U, and 0 == (s(#, o) n P°) D if3-f <=* 
c s(#, a) 0 /b-*, thus s(#, o) <£ A|, which is a contradiction. Therefore 
uxAi u M2A2 == 0. Q.E.D. 
24.2. Let P be a set, 0 < card P < No, T e Corr (P, P), card Fx ^ 2 
for all # G P . Let ^ = (Pi, P2) be a partition of P such that Tx <fc Pt 
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whenever x e P*. We define ux «- (r<->, F<+>), u2 <- (r<+>, 1 » ) (at 0>); 
therefore, 24.2 is a special case of 23.2. (ux, u2) is a regular weakly 
complete pair (and ([^i]p, [U2]P) is a pair with perfect information). 
Evidently, the suppositions of Lemma 24.1 are satisfied. Therefore 
(u%, u2) is absolutely incomplete. Let us note that here it is possible to 
choose P, T, & with card P = 2. 
§ 5. T H E F U N D A M E N T A L P R O B L E M S . 
ON I D E A S AND METHODS 
a) The f u n d a m e n t a l p rob lems . No tes on m e t h o d s 
0. In this part a we shall formulate the fundamental problems in-
vestigated in this work. We suppose: (P, P0) is a type, (ux, u2) denotes 
a regular weakly complete pair of elements of Corr (P, exp P), u denotes 
an B-correspondence of Corr (P, exp P), ^ , 1, 2 are memory relations, 
u, U\, u2, ~9 1 , 2 have the type (P, P0); (Ai, A2) denotes a complement-
ary pair of aims, A denotes an aim (P := P(p,p0)). Let us denote two 
equalities: 
(*) 1 mAi u 2 u2A2 = P, 
(which means that (1 1*1, 2 u2) is complete on (Ai, A2)), 
(**) ^ uA = uA. 
1. The equality (*) need not hold (as the principal examples show, 
it may happen even u\Ai U u2A2 = 0). Therefore, we can consider 
the following two-player problems: 
(I, T, 2) To give suitable sufficient conditions on (ux, u2) for the 
satisfaction of (*) at all (A\, A2). 
(II, 1 , 2) To give suitable sufficient conditions on (A\, A2) for the 
satisfaction of (*) at all (u\, u2). 
2. Similarly, the equality (**) need not hold (see e.g. § 4.20). Therefore, 
we can consider the following one-player problems: 
(III, r^j) To give suitable sufficient conditions on u for the satisfaction 
of (**) at all A. 
(IV, ~) To give suitable sufficient conditions on A for the satisfaction 
of (**) at all u. 
3. Further, a (~, {_4})-absolute %-strategy need not exist (see § 3.8.4). 
Therefore, we can consider the following problems: 
(V, ~ ) To give suitable sufficient conditions on u for the existence of a 
(<•*+>, {A})-absolute u-strategy at all A. 
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(VI, ~) To give suitable sufficient conditions on A for the existence of 
a (/-w, {A})-absolute u-strategy at all u. 
4. We shall write (K) ((K)) instead of (K, = , = ) ((K, ~ , ~)) for 
K e {I, II}, and instead of (K, = ) ((K, ~ ) ) for K e {III, IV, V, VI}. 
(The meaning of = , ^ is the same as in § 1.2.) 
In this work only the cases with 1, % , >-v e { = , ^ } are investigated. 
Especially, then for K e {III, IV, V, VI} only the problems (K) are 
considered ((K) are trivial for these K). 
5.0. Let us note that the "odd" problems are little interesting, as 
they need considerably strong sufficient conditions; we present only 
two results concerning them, namely very simple Lemma 5.1 (for (III)), 
and in § 7 (a theorem about the ^locally finite case'9, for (I)). 
5.1, Lemma. Let the graph F of (the E-correspondence) u have the 
following property: 
If(%o, • •, %m)> (yo> • • > yn) (m, n ^ 0) are (finite) sequences of elements 
ofP such that xr eFxr-i, ys e Itys_i (r = 1 , . . . , m;s = 1 , . . . , n), x0 = y0y 
xm = ym, then m = n, xk = yjc (Jc = 0, . . . , m). {I.e. for two arbitrary 
positions x, y there is at most one path from x to y at the graph I\) 
Then 
(The proof is simple.) 
6. The most important role play the problems (II, 1, 2); namely, 
f o 
(*) implies i uiAi = UfAi for i = 1, 2 (§4.8.6 etc.), therefore, (IV) 
will be considered in a near coherence with (II, . . . ) . 
o 
The often used theorem 11 of § 3 is the most important result for (VI); 
some more special results for this problem are obtained at the results 
for (II, ...) derived in §6. (Compare part c.) 
7. As we have mentioned above, the problems (II, ...) can be 
considered as the most important ones. At investigations of them 
there are two kinds of methods: to investigate either a given game 
structure, or an auxiliary game structure constructed in a suitable way 
to the given game structure. The latter alternative is used in § 7, namely 
a certain "extensive" form is introduced there in connection with 
the fact that the set of all variants can be in a natural way topologized 
(even metrized, namely, similarly as the Baire's space); the results 
of § 7 concern only the problem (II). The former alternative is used 
in § 6, and § 5c describes the so called idea of active and passive aims 
used for these purposes. This idea must be considered as main (for 
these problems) in this paper: namely, also results of § 7 are obtained 
by applications of that idea to the auxiliary game structures. Moreover, 
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the use of the idea of active and passive aims together with the method 
of successive approximations (see part d) gives, without any applications 
of the theorem 11 of § 3, results concerning the problem (VI). 
b) Aim-func t ions and a im-co r r e spondences . 
Aim-modi f ica t ions 
Let (P, P0) be a fixed type, P := P(p,p0), let u, VECOTT (P, exp P). 
8. The problems (II, ...) concern some complementary pairs of aims. 
Aims of such pairs can be given e.g. as (arbitrary) aims having certain 
properties, or as (arbitrary) values of suitable mappings, i.e. as aims 
depending on some "parameters". Such a mapping (i.e. a mapping 
into exp P) will be called an aim-function. Instead of mappings of exp P 
into exp P we can consider elements of Corr (P, exp P) (compare § 2.7) 
which will be called aim-correspondences. We introduce a special 
symbolization for them: an aim-correspondence will be denoted by 
symbol pe, where e is a symbol with the distinction whether it is written 
above or below (therefore, only the symbols e distinguish distinct 
aim-correspondences), e.g. if we substitute e := £o, then p
B = pSo; 
further, we shall always consider no single aim-correspondences but 
pairs of them, namely pE, pe, and our denotations will always satisfy 
the condition 
P* = F> 
i.e. 
psA = P~ pe(P - A) 
(see § 4 (30)). Thus it is always sufficient to define only one of aim-
correspondences pe, pe. 
9. Let w b e a regular correspondence of the type (P, P0), let ^ be 
a memory relation of this type, p eeCorr (P, exp P). Then we can 
define 
r^Ue : = (r^ U . pe), 
hence ^ ue e Corr (P, exp P) (§ 2.6.1), and if pe is an B-correspondence 
(M-correspondence), then ~ uB has this property, too (§2(33), (34)). 
Instead of ~ue ( = u€) we shall write ue (ue), too (compare §3.6). 
o 
The correspondence ^ us (u°, u6) will be called the (~, ^-modification 
(^modification, plain ^modification) of u. Correspondences obtained 
in such a way will be sometimes called ^-strategic (strategic* plain 
strategic) modifications, or only aim-moddfications. 
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10.1. Let us note that if (u, v) is a regular pair fo the type (P, P0), 
and ( 1 , 2 ) is a pair of memory relations of this type, then (for an 
arbitrary pE e Corr (P, exp P)) the assertion 
(T u, 2 v) is complete on all pairs (peA, ps(P — A)) (A c: P) 
is equivalent to the equality 
1 ue = 2 ve, 
(in fact, I ueA = i u . peA, T~vBA = P — (2 ve(P — A)) = P —-
— 2 v . pe(P — A) = P — 2 v(P — p
e-4)), and therefore this equality 
implies (see § 4.8.6) 
l ue = wR, 2 #e = ve. 
10.2. Therefore, the assertion 
for every weakly complete regular pair (u, v) of the type (P, P0) 
(1 M, 2 v) is complete on all (p*A, pe(P — A)) (A <= P) 
(which concerns the problem (II, 1, 2 )) is equivalent to the assertion 
1 ue = 2 (w')e for all game correspondences u having the type (P, P0) 
(see § 4.4.8). 
c) The idea of ac t ive and pass ive a ims 
11. Let the suppositions of § 5.0 be satisfied, let A, B, X c P . 
The idea of active and passive aims consists in such choices of ^-collec-
tions 5la, 9l2 and of j e { l , 2} that for i :== 3 — j there holds 
(C) l e ^ o P - l G S l f , 
(i.e. % = (exp P) - 9li = (exp P) - SUt), 
(P) Be%^>Bcz ] ujAj, 
(A) there exists -4 e 9li such that 4 c 4 i**Ai. 
If these suppositions are satisfied, B := P — A> then B e 91/, P ^ 
c: J ujA/ <= P — 5 wiAi <= P — A[ = P , hence 
.A = ? wiAi = mAi, 
B = ] ujAj = i«/A/, 
% ifiAi U J i*/A/ = P ; 
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consequently, if there is some A0 c: A such that A0 e 91$, then Ao
 c= 
c: 1 UiA{, and again A0 = w_A$ = A, i.e. there holds 
\ A . ^ [ smallest _ 4 _ f 91$ , , " < _ is the < . . element of < ^ (under c:). 
( JB ( greatest ( 9fy 
In this situation the aim A$ (A;) is called active (passive). (This termino-
logy is chosen for certain connections with the pay-off functions which 
Berge ([!]) has introduced at so called active (passive) players, compare 
§9.) 
If instead of (P), (A) the following stronger conditions 
(P*) B e 9fy => there exists Oj e J S(UJ) such that s(x, Oj) c: Aj for all 
xeB, 
(A*) there exist A e9l$, c$ e ? S(ui) such that s(#, a.) <= A$ for all 
xeA, 
are satisfied, then clearly moreover there holds: 
a ( T , {At})-absolute urstrategy exists for i = 1,2. 
In this form the idea of active and passive aims will be applied in § 6. 
12. In this work two possibilities of applications of the idea of active 
and passive aims will be used — after choosing 9l_, 9l2 (usually as the 
collections of all fixpoints of suitable correspondences) and proving 
the satisfaction of (C), (P*) to verify the satisfaction of (A*) in such 
a way: 
either to put A : = % uiAi and to verify A e 51$, usually by means 
of constructions of suitable 1 -acceptable ^-strategies; for these con-
structions there are used results of § 3b, in particular, those giving 
the existence of a ( 1 , {A$})-absolute Ui-strategy, 
or to construct suitable A e 91$, o$ e % S(u\), and to verify s(#, a) <= 
<= A$ for all x e A, usually in such a way: 91$ has been given as the set 
of all fixpoints of some correspondence, and A is constructed as its 
smallest fixpoint by means of "successive approximations", (compare 
§ 5d), moreover, at this construction also a suitable 0$ is constructed. 
Let us note that (at fixed (%., u2), (A_, A2), (9l_, 9l2)) often both the 
possibilities can be used; proofs at the second of them are more complicat-
ed, but the first possibility gives the existence of the "active" ( ? , 
{A$})-absolute ^-strategy only non-constructively. 
d) F i x p o i n t s of co r respondences . Successive a p p r o x i m a t i o n s 
13. In this part d let P be a set, X, Y c P , w e Corr (P, exp P), 
let (wm)meM be a system of elements of Corr (P, exp P). A || B (for 
sets A, B) means A ^ B A B ^ A , A%B means A a B V B <= A. 
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14. We say that A is a fixpoint of w (a common fixpoint of (wm)meM) 
iff A = wA. (A. = wwA. for all me M). The meanings of phrases of the 
type "A is the smallest (greatest) (common) fixpoint of . . ." are clear 
(c: acts as the partial ordering). Evidently 
a 
A is I the smallest common fixpoint of (wm)meM o 
the greatest 
l a -
<=> P — A is I the greatest common fixpoint of (wm)meM 
[ the smallest 
Thus, if in §5.11 e.g. 31$ is given as the set of all common fixpoints 
of (wm)meM, then 9fy(= {P — X \ X e 2l<}) is the set of all common 
fixpoints of (w^^rnM-
15.0. First of all let us consider the case of a single if-correspondence 
(denoted by w). This can be considered also as the case of an isotone 
mapping of the complete lattice (exp P, <--) into itself (compare § 2.8). 
According to well-known results (see e.g. [13], chap. IV, Theorem 8), 
the extreme fixpoints of w exist, namely, \J X ( f\ X ) is the smallest 
XczP XczP 
XczwX XzowX 
(greatest) fixpoint of w. But for our purposes (see § 5.12) wre must 
introduce the "successive approximations" (by means of a certain 
transfinite iterating of w) of these fixpoints (this idea is well-known, 
too; cf. e.g. [13], ch. IV, § 1, exercise 8). 
15.1 Let w be an M-correspondence. Letters f, rj will denote ordinal 
numbers, oo is an auxiliary symbol which is not an ordinal number, 
C denotes either an ordinal number or oo. If X 5 wX, then w^X is 
defined for all f (but w* need not be defined, compare § 5e) by the trans-
finite induction: 
vfiX := X, 
w*X := (9 ww«X (f > 0), 
where 0 = j W (if X = wX, then X = w*X for all f in both choices 
of (9). Let us mention several important properties: 
(1) • f 1 < f 2 => W^LX § w**X, 
therefore, wre may write 
(2) wSX= lim ww"X. ( f > 0) 
©£n<s 
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(see [13], chap. IV, §8); 
(3) ww*X = ti;*+- X, 
(4) wnX = w wX (0 < n < coo), 
n times 
(5) w*X = lim w"X if f is limit, 
o^,<£ 
(6) «0*-+*»X = w^w^X, 
(7) u*X = w^X, Si < fa => ^ X = ti?*-.X for all | > &, 
(8) w*-X = w*-X, w*»X = w -̂X, & < f2j | 3 <' f4 => w^X = w*»X, 
(9) wSiX 7= w*-X, l ! < £2 => w*X =£ w^X for all f < &, 
(10) card f > card exp P => w$X = ti^+1 X. 
Thus we can denote 
w°°X := t i A i ( = w*o+i X), 
where f0 is arbitrary such that w^X = w^-*
1 X; therefore 
(11) w-w^X = w°°X, 
in particular, tvw°°X = w°°X = w^w^X. 
(We have not presented proofs, as they are simple.) 
15.2. Thus we have defined wcX if X % wX. It can be easily proved 
(cf. (2)) 
(12) X % wX, Y % ^vY, X a Y => v>X c= ^ 7 for all £ 
Therefore 
{a |Y| fll 1 PS t x A of Ysuch that Y = wY,Y^X greatest c 
(namely, if e.g. X cz wX, then w°°X = w w I , w^X => w°X = X, and if 
Y = wY,Y ^ X, then 7 = w00 Y => w«>X, see (11), (1), (12)). Especially 
•ion fw°°0 . ,, (smallest . 
(l3) {w»p
i s t h e U.tart f l^oBitQfw-
By a transfinite induction one can easily obtain 
(14) X § wX = > ^ X = { 
3 1(1 (1 w)*X. 
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15.3. w is an Jf-correspondence, too (§ 4 (26)); there holds: P — X § 
g w(P — X) iff X =2 w)K, hence w>X is defined iff w :(P — X) is defined, 
and clearly (see (1), (2), § 4.10) 
<15) w*X = P - w*(P - X) (where X % wX). 
16.0. Let us note that if w is an Jf-correspondence, X § wX, then 
, . common fixpoint of the two ifcf-correspondences 
greatest 
w, \ -= (§ 2.11). Of course, there are non-empty systems of Jtf-cor-
[l n x 
respondences of Corr (P, exp P) having no common fixpoint. Nevertheless, 
sometimes the common fixpoints of a system of correspondences are 
exactly the fixpoints of a suitable correspondence. We shall need only 
the following simple result (which can be easily generalized): 
16.1. Lemma. If w\, w2 e Corr (P, exp P), 
w2 . w\ c: w\ . w2 .w\ <=• w2 ,w\.w2.W\, 
then X is a common fixpoint of W\, w2 iff X is a fixpoint of w2 . w\. 
Proof. Let w := w2 . w\. If X = W\X = w2X, then X = wX. On 
the other hand, if X = wX, then wX c: w\wX c: wwX = wX = X, 
hence X = W\wX = w\X, w2X = w2w\X = wX = X. Q.E.D. 
e) T rans f in i t e i t e r a t i o n s of c e r t a in co r r e spondences 
17.1. In §5.17 let we Corr (P, exp P) be an M-correspondence. If 
w % 1 (i.e. if either w --> 1 or w c: 1), then w-X is defined for all X c: P 
and all J, and we can define w£ as the element of Corr (P, exp P) for 
which 
(n>>) X = w^X, 
(where (w>) X is defined by §2.3, but w*X is defined by §5.15.1) for 
all 1 c P . I t is easy to see that if w § 1, then we get valid formulae 
from (1)—-(11) (of §4d) by omitting X and replacement of ww1, ww§, 
w^w*1, w^w°° by w . wv, w . w%, w**. w^1, w^. w™, respectively, in them. 
(12) implies that 
(16) w* is an M-correspondence (where l ^ w ) . 
By means of (13) we conclude 
• sm allest 
(17) 1 § w => w°° is the I of all t; such that v = w . v, v ^ 1, 
I greatest 
where v e Corr (P, exp P). 
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Here let us yet mention some interesting remark: Let Q := Px exp P, 
let <p be the trivial mapping (§2.4) of exp (P X exp P) onto 
Corr (P, exp P). For any u e Corr (P, exp P) let Wu e Corr (Q, exp Q) 
be such that for each v e exp Q Wuv = (p~
x(u . <p(v)). Then (among 
others) the construction of w™ can be also given as (in substance) that 
introduced in 15.1 but taken with "exchanges" P := Q, w := WWi 
X := 9?_1(1): -f w is a n -M-correspondence, then WW is also an M-cor-
respondence (this is clear), and if 1 § w, then 9?_1(1) 3 <p~l(w), 
(Ww)™ y--(l) is denned, but (13) and (17) easily show that cp-^w™) = 
= (Ww)™ <p-l(l); hence w00 = <p((Ww)™ tp-^l)). (If one identifies each 
v c: Q with <p(v), then it would be possible to write directly w00 = (Pf^,)00!.) 
17.2. Let us note that 
{ mn all pst of all v such that v . v = v, v ~l w, greatest 
where v e Corr (P, exp P). (In fact, w™ . w™ = w"° (see above), and if 
v . v = v c w, then w° = 1 § w § v; if wv % v for 0 ^ rj < f, then 
w* = lim w . wv §w.v§v.v = v, hence w°° § v.) 
17.3. w is an M-correspondence, too (§4 (26)), and if w % 1, then 
tD § 1 == 1 (§4 (23), (47)), therefore (wf is defined (for all J), and (15) 
implies 
(19) (w>)£ = w; (where 1 Us w). 
18.1. Let we Corr (P, exp P) be an M-correspondence in §5.18. 
Then we can put 
u& := (1 U u)°°, 
u7 := (1 n «)• , % 
v uA := (w)7 = (1 n £)°°, 
wV := (£)A = (1 U #)°°, 
as 1 U u, 1 n u are M-correspondences comparable with 1, u is an 
M-correspondence (§2; §4(26); §517.1). There holds 
(20) u~~~=(u)v, u~~~=(u)&, 
(in fact, t*A = (1 u u)™ = (1 U w)
00 = (1 n ^)°° = («)v , see (19), § 4 (48), 
hence (a) A = ( ^ A = (5)^"=- ^ see § 4 (22)), 
(21) «д = <«')-, «v = ( M ' ) V ) 
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(e.g. uA = (1 n U>)°> = (TTT W)«> = (1 U ft')
00 = ( ^ , see § 4 (22), 
§2.5.3, §5 (19), §4 (48), similarly ftV = (w')7). Further (1 n &) P = 
= (1U i*)P = ( lU ft) P == P (as «IP = P, see § 4 (33)), (1 n u) 0 = 
== (1 n ft) 0 = 0, therefore 
(22) wAP = ft
AP = ftVP -= p , UA0 = uv0 = 0. 
18.2. If moreover u0 = 0 (i.e. if ft is an RM-correspondence), then 
ft" = u (§4 (27)), hence ^A -= ( ^ F = ( S ^ ^v = Wh = (<Ov 
(§4 (22), § 5 (21)), further uA0 = (ft')A0 = P - (ft')AP = P - P = 0 
(§4(30), §5(22)): 
(23) u0 = 0 => wA = (u')A, uv = (^)V, <a
A0 = 0. 
19.0. Let us mention several notes on some concepts considered at 
general topologies (compare § 2.8, § 2.18), e.g. in papers [6], [17]; [3], [15]. 
19.1. If some v e Corr (P, exp P) is considered as a general topology 
(on P) — we may say as a general "closure-operation" —, then # is the 
corresponding interior-operation ($A = P — v(P — ^4) is the interior 
of .A, see [17], Def. 2); for x e P xd is the set of all neighbourhoods of x 
(a set 4 is a neighbourhood of B (A, B <= P) iff J5 n ft(P — -4) = 0, 
i.e. iff B <-= ̂ ; a set A is a neighbourhood of x iff A is a neighbourhood 
of {x}, i.e. iff xeuA; see [6], 4.1). 
19.2. We say that v e Corr (P, exp P) is an U-correspondence iff 
v . v = v (i.e. iff v is idempotent under . ); compare e.g. with papers 
[3], [15] (in which, nevertheless, only Cech topological spaces are 
considered), where under a U-topology an idempotent Cech topology 
is meant. If u e Corr (P, exp P) is an RM-correspondence (i.e. —- if 
P :-£ 0 — a game correspondence), then 1 u u is a Cech topology (§ 2.18.2; 
especially, if moreover ^ is a Cech derivative —- which has a special 
"game-meaning", see § 2.18.3 —, then 1 U u is the Cech topology belong-
ing to u, see § 2.18.2), uA = (1 u ft)00 is the smallest of all U-correspond-
ences being greater than or equal to 1 U u (§ 5 (18)), and ftA is a Cech 
topology (§5 (16), (18), (23)), therefore uA is the upper U-modification 
(in the sense given in [15]) of 1 u ft. 
Further, the interior-operation to the upper U-modification ftA is 
^ = (ft')A (19.1; (23); §4(22)). 
19.3. Let us note that in § 6 certain "game interpretations" of ftA, ftA 
etc. will be given, and this can be used for proving some properties 
of these "modifications" by means of game methods (as we have 
mentioned in §0). 
(To be continued) 
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